
Overview of
Legal Operations



Definition varies across companies, depending on size, needs, and functions
Bringing project & process management, technology & data, efficiency, and cost
effectiveness to the legal department 
Coordinating people, process, and technology while ensuring smooth operations and
mitigating big picture risk 
Acting as a business manager or advisor for the legal department
Handling all legal department tasks that don’t require an attorney
Acting as a liaison between legal and other departments

What is Legal Operations?



2016

Growth of Legal Ops

21%
2019

57%of companies had an operations
role in their legal department

of companies had a dedicated
legal ops function

17% of legal departments are
increasing their legal ops staff

68% of legal departments are facing
increasing legal work demands

According to Thomson Reuters' "2019 Legal Tracker LDO Index
Benchmarking and Trends Report"

According to Thomson Reuters article "Rise of the Legal Department
Operations Manager"

https://www.legaltracker.com/content/dam/ewp-m/documents/legal-tracker/en/pdf/reports/tr_legal-tracker-ldo-report.pdf
https://legal.thomsonreuters.com/en/insights/articles/rise-of-the-legal-department-operations-manager


Legal Department Priorities

90% are controlling outside counsel
costs 54% are focusing on legal 

operations

70% are using technology to simplify
workflows

64% are focusing on internal data
security

60% are driving internal efficiency in
delivery of legal services

According to Thomson Reuters' "2019 Legal Tracker LDO Index
Benchmarking and Trends Report"

46% are using business intelligence to
inform decision-making

44% are focusing on external data
security

41% are bringing more work 
in-house

https://www.legaltracker.com/content/dam/ewp-m/documents/legal-tracker/en/pdf/reports/tr_legal-tracker-ldo-report.pdf


Skills Needed in Legal Ops

CLOC Model ACC Maturity Model
Early, intermediate, and advanced stages of
change management (CM), compliance,
contract management, eDiscovery, external
resources management, financial
management, information governance/
records management, internal resources
management, intellectual property
management, knowledge management (KM),
metrics & analytics, project & process
management, strategic planning & legal ops
leadership, and technology management

https://cloc.org/what-is-legal-operations/
https://m.acc.com/maturity/


Target Audience

Students who are...

Interested in
working at a law
firm and want to
gain the practical
skills needed in the
day-to-day
operations of a firm

Interested in
working as in-
house counsel and
want to gain the
skills needed to
collaborate with
other departments
as part of a larger
company 

Business-minded
and want to
combine their legal
knowledge and
business or finance
skills in a legal ops
role


